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Should Mars One Be Allowed to Lift Off? 

 It is the dream of scientists, engineers, and children alike, an achievement that would top 

any that humanity has ever accomplished—a human colony on the red planet Mars. For years, 

scientists have been telling us that the power to colonize the moon, much less another planet, is 

still decades away. But recently, the Dutch company Mars One unveiled a daring new plan to 

launch mankind to Mars in 2025—just 10 years from now. But there's a catch: it is a one-way 

ticket. While some science enthusiasts and engineers believe in Mars One's ability to succeed, 

others who are familiar with the field denounce the plan as flawed, both morally and 

technologically. 

 Supporters of Mars One's 2025 launch assert that the project is morally, economically, 

and mechanically sound, and that they have contingency plans for every emergency. Mars One's 

CEO, Bas Lansdorp, announced that "Mars One has done careful research [on the topic of space 

travel]...we believe it will work out" (qtd. in Letzter). Defenders of the project agree with 

Lansdorp, claiming that they have the utmost faith in Mars One's ability to come to correct 

conclusions concerning the science behind space travel and colonization. They also believe that 

Mars One's studies are completely accurate, and that the studies that claim otherwise are relying 

on incorrect or incomplete information. In addition to colonizing Mars, the Mars One crew will 

also be attempting to advance interplanetary science, according to Heidi Beemer, the executive 

officer of Crew 99 of the Mars Desert Research Station in Utah, who claims that, "a majority of 

their time will be spent conducting scientific experiments, exploring the surroundings, and 
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maintaining and improving their habitat" (Beemer). Mars One's backers think that there may be 

discoveries on Mars that cannot be made on earth, simply because of different atmospheric 

conditions or planetary gravity. They want the astronauts selected to be intelligent scientists; 

however, they still need to be physically fit and have the right personality for the job. While this 

may seem like a challenge, supporters of the project strongly believe that people with all the 

right qualities, however rare, can be found. Even though some think Mars One could be bending 

the laws by discriminating against potential astronauts, DJ Byrne of the American-based 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration defends their right to do so by saying, "[the 

astronaut position] is a very specific job with very specific requirements" (Byrne). Mars One's 

advocates believe that, whatever advantages certain people have, if they could help the mission 

succeed, they ought to be selected—even if this seems to favor certain races, age groups, or 

occupations. Other proponents of the project compare the organization to NASA, claiming that if 

the American government can be picky when choosing astronauts, so can private companies. 

While arguing that a one-way colonization of Mars is feasible, a member of the Mars One 

program says, "The technology to send us to the surface of a planet like Mars exists, it has been 

available for more than 20 years. But limited funding and unknown health risks put a brake on 

our desire to try to settle on other planets" (Beemer). This contradicts the opinion that we do not 

have the technology to actually send humans to Mars, creating the impression to supporters that 

Mars One has access to something new and improved that could let them do so. They also 

believe that if technology has, indeed, existed for so long, it can pass Mars One's tests and start 

sending astronauts to Mars. Mars One has many reasons on its side that show how likely it is for 

the project to succeed, including legal rights and some of mankind's most powerful technology, 

but there are still some who think it will all go wrong. 

 Mars One looks to have a good run ahead of it, but it is also drawing some skepticism, 
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from scientists who claim that the technology is too immature and from ethicists claiming the 

whole thing is morally skewed. Arguing that a colony on Mars with today's technology wouldn't 

last long, a graduate student at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology states, "A first 

simulation of the baseline Mars One habitat indicated that...the first crew fatality would occur 

approximately 68 days into the mission" due to food crops producing large amounts of excessive 

oxygen (Do 10). This conclusion and other similar findings are generating skepticism among 

disbelievers of Mars One's ability to accurately predict important effects of using certain 

technology. They believe that, if the company can't catch something that obvious, there are 

probably many more small problems that are being missed. They claim that all the small things 

will compound upon each other, always growing, and eventually spell the death of the mission. 

DJ Byrne, who is an engineer at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, states, "JPL has landed on 

Mars 6 times in the past 40 years, and failed about the same amount of times" (Byrne). This 50% 

probability has promoted doubters of Mars One to worry about the project's actual chance of 

success; they claim that Mars One scientists need better technology before they send out a 

manned mission with such terrifying odds. It has also angered some who are passionate about 

morals, who are saying that sending a mission where the crew has a one in two chance of dying 

before stepping on the surface of the red planet is ethically wrong. In addition, scientists recently 

pointed out that "the average daily dose of radiation on the planet's surface was recently 

measured at about 0.67 millisieverts," which is enough to be lethal to humans ("Mars"). This 

revelation has prompted Mars One's enemies to try to stop the project because of their fear of 

human deaths in space. Opposing scientists also believe that Mars may hold other dangers—ones 

that we may need to investigate before sending humans there. They claim that, if Mars One 

doesn't have accurate information on the hazards of Mars, the crew will almost definitely perish. 

While studying the possible oversights of the Mars One administration, Sydney Do states, "As 
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the mission enters its expansion phase, and more crews and habitation systems are sent to the 

surface, the requirement for spares and supplies increases, driving up the required number of 

launches, which exceeds the both the predicted number of launches and the money set aside for 

them" (Do 22). Challengers of Mars One claim that the company may run out of money while 

trying to keep the project going, and that such a situation would doom the astronauts on Mars to 

certain death. They also assert that even if the mission does succeed, it would cost much less if 

we wait for newer, better technology before launching. While Mars One has a lot going for it, it 

also has some formidable obstacles it will have to overcome if it is to succeed. 

            This "scientist's dream", like all dreams, will not be easy to achieve. While Mars One has 

a lot of technology on its side, opposing arguments have proved the project to be nowhere near 

flawless. Some believe it is wrong to send four people to a certain death 225 million kilometers 

away; others assert that the decision lies solely with the crew, and that they have many chances 

to back out before liftoff. Some claim that Mars One doesn't have the technology to succeed; 

others maintain that a colony is possible with what we currently have. One thing, however, is 

certain: the human race will someday build a colony on Mars. The only question that remains is: 

When? 
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